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Abstract. In this article we give the detailed proof of the entropy formula

for SRB-measures of coupled hyperbolic map lattices. We show that the topo-

logical pressure for the potential function of the SRB-measure is zero.

1. Introduction

We proved in [2] that the thermodynamic limit of Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen

measures for coupled hyperbolic maps over �nite volumes of an integer

lattice exists as the volume tends to in�nity. The limiting measure, also

called SRB-measure, is an equilibrium state satisfying the variational

principle of statistical mechanics for a H�older continuous function '.

The measure is invariant and exponentially mixing with respect to

both temporal and spatial translations. The formula for computing the

potential function ' is explicitly given. In this note, we give the detailed

proof of a result in [2] that the topological pressure for this potential

function is zero with respect to the group actions induced by both

spatial and temporal translations. Thus, the entropy formula holds for

the SRB-measure for the coupled hyperbolic map lattice. This result

further justi�es the name of the measure since topological pressure

being zero is one of the characteristics of SRB-measure on hyperbolic

attractors of �nite dimension.

The proof is a straightforward computation using the de�nition of

topological pressure for continuous functions on a compact metric space

with respect to a Zd-action induced by d interchangeable homeomor-

phisms. First, we briey describe the in�nite-dimensional system:
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weakly coupled identical systems with a uniformly hyperbolic attrac-

tor and the results concerning its SRB-measure. We then choose an

appropriate cover of the space for computing the topological pressure.

The most natural choice is the cover provided by the Markov partition.

Finally, we use the properties of the potential function ' to show that

the topological pressure is zero.

2. SRB-measures for coupled map lattices

Let M be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold and f a Cr-map

of M , r � 1. We may assume that f is topologically mixing on the

hyperbolic attractor �.

The direct product of identical copies of M over a d-dimensional in-

teger latticeM = 
i2ZdMi is an in�nite-dimensional Banach manifold

with the Finsler metric induced by the Riemannian metric on M .

The distance on M induced by the Finsler metric is

�(�x; �y) = sup
i2Zd

d(xi; yi);

where �x = (xi) and �y = (yi) are two points in M and d is the Rie-

mannian distance on M .

The direct product map on M de�ned by F = 
i2Zdfi possesses an

in�nite-dimensional hyperbolic attractor �F = 
i2Zd�i, where fi and

�i are copies of f and �, respectively.

We recall the de�nitions of some objects discussed in [2].

Let S denote the spatial translation actions on M induced by the

translations on the integer lattice Zd. Let the mapG be a perturbation,

at least C2, of the identity map on M . G is said to be spatially

translation invariant if G � S = S � G. It is said to have short range

property: if G is of the form G = (Gi)i2Zd, where Gi : M ! Mi; for

any �xed k 2 Zd and any points �x = (xj); �y = (yj) 2 M with xj = yj

for all j 2 Zd; j 6= k we have

d(Gi(�x); Gi(�y)) � C�ji�kjd(xk; yk);

where 0 < � < 1.
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De�ne � = F �G. The pair of actions (�; S) onM is called a coupled

map lattice. If G = id, the lattice is called uncoupled .

The metric �q; 0 < q < 1; is a family of metrics compatible with the

Tychonov compact topology on M, i.e., the direct product topology:

�q(�x; �y) = sup
i2Zd

qjijd(xi; yi)

where jij = ji1j+ ji2j+ � � �+ jidj; i = (i1; i2; � � � ; id) 2 Z
d.

Fix a point �x� 2 ��, and a �nite volume V � Z
d, the map �V on

MV = 
i 2 VMi de�ned by

�
�V (x)

�
i
=
�
�((x; x�j

bV )
�
i
;

where ()i denotes the coordinate at the lattice site i. It is a di�eomor-

phism of MV when the perturbation is su�ciently small.

Since the di�eomorphism �V is C1-closed to the di�eomorphism FV ,

by the structural stability theorem it possesses a hyperbolic attractor

��;V . There exists a conjugating homeomorphism hV : �F;V ! ��;V ,

�V � hV = hV � FV .

The maps �V and hV provide �nite-dimensional approximations for

the in�nite-dimensional maps � and h, respectively.

We state the main results in [2] on the existence of SRB-measures

for � and the properties of this measure.

(1) For any � > 0 there exists 0 < � < �0 such that, if distC1(�; F ) �

�, then there is a unique homeomorphism h : �F ! M satisfying

� � h = h � F j�F
with distC0(h; id) � �. In particular, the set �� =

h(�F ) is a topologically mixing hyperbolic attractor. The conjugating

map h is spatial translation invariant whenever G is.

(2) For any 0 < � < 1 there exists � > 0 such that if G is a C2-

spatial translation invariant short range map with a decay constant �

and distC1(G; id) � �, then the conjugacy map h is H�older continuous

with respect to the metric �q; 0 < q < 1. Moreover,

h = (hi(�x))i2Zd satis�es the following property:

d(h0(�x); h0(�y)) � C(�)d�(xk; yk)
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for every k 6= 0 and any �x; �y 2 M with xi = yi; i 2 Z
d; i 6= k, where

0 < � < 1 and C(�) > 0 is a constant. Furthermore, C(�) ! 0 as

distC1(G; id)! 0.

(3) Let �V be the SRB-measure on the hyperbolic attractor ��V for

the map �V . Then, �V weakly converges to a measure � on ��. The

measure � is invariant and exponentially mixing under � and spatial

translations S. It also satis�es the variational principle:

P� (') = h�(�) +

Z
'd�;

where � denotes the Zd+1 action on �� induced by � and S, P� (') is

the topological pressure for the potential function ', and h�(�) is the

measure theoretical entropy of � with respect to � .

(4) The construction of the potential function ' can be described in

the following way. By assumptions that � = F � G are C1 close to

F and the interaction G has short range property, under an appropri-

ately chosen local coordinate system, the restriction of the derivative

operator of �V to the unstable space at point hV (x) has the following

matrix representation:

D�jEu
�V

(hV (xV )) = (Duf(xi))(I + AV (xV ));

where AV (xV ) = (aij(xV )) is a jV j � jV j matrix with submatrices

aij(xV ) as entries, (D
uf(xi)) is a diagonal matrix with Duf(xi), i 2 V

( the matrix representation of Df restricted to the unstable space)

on its main diagonal, and jV j is the cardinality of V . The norms

of submatrices aij(xV ) are small and go to zero exponentially fast as

ji�jj ! 1. The entries aij(xV ) are also H�older continuous with respect

to the metric �q. The determinant of (I+AV ) is then calculated in the

following way.

det(I + AV ) = exp(trace(ln(I + AV )) = exp(�
X
i2V

wV i);

where

wV i(xV ) =

1X
n=1

(�1)n

n
trace(anii(xV ))
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and anii(xV ) are submatrices on the main diagonal of (AV )
n.

The functions wV i(xV ) has the following properties. There exist

constants �0 > 0; � > 0 such that

jwV i(xV )� wV 0i(yV 0)j � �0e
�d(i;V );(1)

where V � V 0, xV = yV 0 jV , and d(i; V ) denotes the distance from

the lattice site i to the boundary of V . The estimation (1) implies

that the limit 'i(�x) = limV!ZdwV i(xV ) exists for each i 2 Z
d. This

limit is also translation invariant in the following sense. Let  (�x) =

limV!ZdwV 0(xV ). Then, 'i(�x) =  (�is�x). Moreover,  (�x) is H�older

continuous with respect to the metric �q with a H�older constant going

to zero as the C1-distance between � and F tends to zero.

The potential function ' for the SRB-measure for the coupled map

lattice (�; S) composed with the conjugating map h is

'(h(�x)) = � log Juf(x0) +  (�x):(2)

This expression is slightly di�erent from that in [2] since we have a

hyperbolic attractor instead of an Anosov system.

3. Computing Topological Pressure

In this section we prove that the topological pressure of the potential

function ' with respect to the Zd+1-action induced by the coupled map

lattice (�; S) is zero on the hyperbolic attractor �� = h(�F ). We �rst

recall the de�nition of the topological pressure. It is directly taken

from [5].

Let 
 be a compact metric space and � a Zd+1-action on 
 induced

by d + 1 commuting homeomorphisms, d � 0. For two covers of 


U = fUig and B = fBig, U _B denotes the cover of 
 consisting of all

sets of the form Bi \ Uj: For a �nite volume V � Z
d+1 de�ne

UV = _i2V �
�iU :
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Let U be any cover of 
, ' a continuous function on 
, and V a

�nite subset of Zd+1. The partition function is de�ned by

ZV (';U) = min
fBjg

�X
j

exp
�
sup
x2Bj

X
i2V

'(� ix)
�	
;(3)

where the minimum is taken over all subcovers fBjg of UV . Because

of the subadditivity of the partition function, the following limit exists

and is call the topological pressure with respect to the cover U .

P� (';U) = lim
a1;:::;ad+1!1

1

jV (a)j
logZV (a)(';U);

where V (a) denotes the rectangular volume [�a1; a1]�� � ��[�ad+1; ad+1] �

Z
d+1: When U is an open cover, the quantity

P� (') = lim
diam U!0

P� (';U) = sup
U

P� (';U)

is called the topological pressure of ' with respect to � .

It is easy to see that for a �xed volume V0

P� (';U) = P� (';U
V0):

When � is expansive and diamU is smaller than the expansive constant,

we have P� (') = P� (';U):

Before we proceed to the actual computation, we �rst state the strat-

egy:

First of all, we project every object onto the hyperbolic attractor

�F for F since P� (') = P� ('(h(�x)). It is much easier to compute

P� ('(h(�x)) since the Z
d+1-action � induced by (F; S) is now acting on

the direct product space �F = 
i2Zd�i.

The SRB-measure � on �� for the coupled map lattice (�; S) is

the unique equilibrium measure �' satisfying the variational principle.

This is equivalent to saying that the measure h�(�) is an equilibrium

state for function ' � h on �F .

We then show that it is not necessary to choose an open cover for �F

to compute the topological pressure. Instead we can choose the cover

provided by the Markov partition. This transition makes it possible to

compute the topological pressure.
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When we actually compute the partition function for the potential

function '(h(�x)) with respect to the Zd+1-action � , we compare it with

the partition function of the potential function � log Ju�V (hV (xV )) for

the SRB-meassure of �V projected onto the hyperbolic attractor �F;V .

Note that this partition function is computed with respect to the Z-

action generated by FV . Using the fact that the pressure is zero for

� logJu�V (hV (xV )) . We prove that the pressure for ' is also zero.

3.1. Markov Partition. Since we assume that f is topologically mix-

ing on the hyperbolic attractor �, for any � > 0, there exists a Markov

partition of � into proper rectangles

� = [p
i=1Ri;

where fRig satisfy the following properties [1] [4]:

(1) diamR = maxi diam(Ri) < �;

(2) for each i, Ri is proper: intRi = Ri;

(3) for any two points x; y 2 Ri, there is a unique point in the in-

tersection of the local stable manifold at x and the local un-

stable manifold at y; this point denoted by [x; y] is also in Ri:

[x; y] = W s
� (x) \W

u
� (y) 2 Ri, i.e. Ri is a rectangle;

(4) intRi \ intRj = ; when i 6= j:

We assume that � is su�ciently small so that the map f is well

approximated by its derivative in the neighborhood containing each Ri.

For each x 2 Ri, we can also assume that the intersection W s
� (x) \ Ri

(denoted by W s(x;Ri)) is proper and its boundary set @W
s(x;Ri) is in

@Ri, the boundary set of Ri. Similarly, one has W u(x;Ri). Note that

W u(x;Ri) is a submanifold with boundary, but W s(x;Ri), in general,

is not a submanifold. We use relative topologies on both objects.

(5) f(W s(x;Ri)) � W s(f(x); Rj);W
u(x;Ri) � f�1(W u(f(x); Rj));

when x 2 intRi and f(x) 2 intRj.

One can show that for each Ri and any x0 2 Ri,

Ri = fz = [x; y]; y 2 W u(x0; Ri); x 2 W
s(x0; Ri)g:
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On the other hand, for any x0 2 � and any � > 0 su�ciently small, the

set fz = [x; y]; y 2 W u
� (x0); x 2 W

s(x0) \ �g is a proper rectangle.

Next, we show that the cover R = fRig can be used to compute the

topological pressure.

Lemma 1. For any continuous function ' on �, there exist � > 0 and

a Markov partition of �, fRig with diamR < � such that

Pf(') = Pf(';R):

Proof. We �rst look at the partition function computed with respect to

the cover fRig over the interval [�n; n]. We denote the cover R[�n;n]

by Rn.

Zn(';R) = min
fBjg

�X
j

exp sup
x2Bj

nX
i=�n

'(f i(x))
�
;

where fBjg is a subcover from the cover Rn, i.e., the collection of sets

in the form of

f�n(Ri
�n
) \ � � � \ f�1(Ri

�1
) \Ri0 \ f(Ri1) \ � � � \ f

n(Rin)

and the minimum is taken over all such subcovers.

One observes that the minimum is attained at the subcover denoted

byRn
o= fBjg where each Bj has a non-empty interior since the interiors

of Ri are disjoint. In fact, fBjg provides another Markov partition of

proper rectangles with a smaller diameter. Therefore, we can use the

following formula for the topological pressure relative to the cover R.

Zn(';R) =
X
j

exp sup
x2Bj

nX
i=�n

'(f i(x));

where fBjg = Rn
o .

Now, for each Ri, we can extend it a little to obtain an open rectangle

Qi so that Qi is in the � open neighborhood of Ri: Qi � O�(Ri). This

family of open sets forms an open cover of �: Q = fQig. Similarly, we

de�ne Qn. When both � and � are chosen small, we have that diamQ

is smaller than the expansive constant. Since f is a di�eomorphism,
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we can choose � small enough such that every subcover of Qn contains

elements of the subcover Qn
o , where Q

n
o consists of open sets in the

form of

f�n(Qi
�n
) \ � � � \ f�1(Qi

�1
) \Qi0 \ f(Qi1) \ � � � \ f

n(Qin)

with the corresponding set

f�n(Ri
�n
) \ � � � \ f�1(Ri

�1
) \Ri0 \ f(Ri1) \ � � � \ f

n(Rin) 2 R
n
o

This means that Qn
o is the minimal subcover of Qn. Therefore, accord-

ing to the de�nition, we have

Pf(') = Pf(';Q) = lim
n!1

1

2n
logZn(';Q)

and

Zn(';Q) =
X
j

exp sup
x2Bj

nX
i=�n

'(f i(x));

where fBjg = Qn
o .

Next, we compare Pf(';R) and Pf (';Q). We need only to com-

pare the corresponding partition functions. Let c(�) = maxfj'(x) �

'(y)j; x; y 2 �; d(x; y) � �g: Since � is compact, c(�) can be made

arbitrarily small as long as � is chosen small. Thus, we have

e�(2n+1)c(�)Zn(';Q) � Zn(';R) � e(2n+1)c(�)Zn(';Q):(4)

Taking limit n!1, we have

jPf(';Q)� Pf(';R)j � c(�);

which implies Pf(') = Pf(';R).

Remark. By the same type of inequality as (4), we can see that we

can use the following expression as the de�nition of a partition function.

The resulting topological pressure will be the same:

Z�
n(';R) =

X
j

exp eval
x2Bj

nX
i=�n

'(f i(x));

Pf(';R) = lim
n!1

1

2n
logZ�

n(';R);
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where eval
x2Bj

means evaluating the function at an arbitrary point in Bj.

This observation will be used later in the proof of the main result.

The same arguments can be apply to the hyperbolic attractors (
i2V�; FV )

and (�; (F; S)). Let RV denote the Markov partition of 
i2V � pro-

vided by the direct product of R over V . The Markov partition of �F :

R = f eRig is now understood in the following sense:

eRi = f�x 2 �F ; x0 2 Rig:

Lemma 2.

PFV (') = PFV (';RV ): P� (') = P� (';R):

3.2. Zero topological pressure. In this section, we show that

P� (';R) = 0 for the potential of the SRB-measure of coupled map

lattice.

Theorem 1. Let ' be the potential function for the SRB-measure �

de�ned in (2). Then,

P� ('(h);R) = 0:

Moreover, the entropy formula holds.

h� (�) = �

Z
'd�:

Proof. Since 
i2V � is obviously a hyperbolic attractor for FV , we have

PFV (';RV ) = 0, where ' = � log Ju�V (hV ). Using this fact, we will

show that P� (';R) = 0 for the potential function corresponding to the

SRB-measure for the coupled map lattice.

For simplicity, we shall assume d = 1 and V is an interval [�m;m].

We denote �V by �m, etc.

Let m be �xed. Let anm denote the following expression.

1

2n
log

X
j

exp[ sup
x2Bj

nX
i=�n

� logJu�m(hm(F
i
m(x)))];

where fBjg is the subcover fromRn
m such that it is the minimal. Then,

limn!1 anm = 0:
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Now we compute the pressure with respect to the cover R over the

volume Vnm = [�m;m]� [�n; n].

We let bnm denote the expression

1

4nm
log

X
j

exp[ sup
�x2Bj

nmX
i;k=�n;�m

'(hm(F
i
mS

k(�x)))]:

Then, P� (') = limn;m!1 bnm.

Since limn!1 anm = 0 for each m, we can �nd a sequence fn(m)g

such that

lim
m!1

1

2m
an(m)m = 0:

Note that Vnm = [�m;m]� [�n(m); n(m)]! Z
2 in the sense of van

Hove. We need only to show that

lim
m!1

bnm �
1

2m
an(m)m = 0:

We now use the decomposition of the Jacobian

Ju�m(hm(x)) =

mY
k=�m

Jufk(xk) exp(�

mX
k=�m

wmk(x));

and the de�nition of the function ':

'(h(�x)) = lim
m!1

wm0(x)� log Juf(x0):

bnm �
1

2m
anm =

1

4nm
log

P
j exp[sup�x2Bj

Pnm

i;k=�n;�m'(h(F
iSk(�x)))]P

j exp[supy2Bj

Pn

i=�n� log Ju�m(hm(F i
m(y)))]

:(5)

Since there are same number of terms in the numerator and the

denominator in the logarithm in (5), we simply need to estimate the

following expression.

wkm(F
iy)�  (F iSk�x):

From the Remark, we can, in fact, choose y 2 Bj in such a way that

y is the restriction of �x on to the volume [�m;m], i.e., y = �xj[�m;m].
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When we plug in the formulas for Ju�m and '(h), the terms containing

Jufi are canceled out. Thus, by the estimation (1) we have

jwkm(F
iy)�  (F iSk�x)j � �0e

��d(k;m);

where � > 0 and d(k;m) = minfm� k; k +mg.

Thus, we have

j

nmX
i;k=�n;�m

(wkm(F
iy)�  (F iSk�x))j � (2n+ 1)

mX
k=�m

�0e
��d(k;m) � C(2n+ 1);

where C > 0 is a constant.

Therefore, we have

jbnm �
1

2m
anmj �

1

4nm
j log(eC(2n+1))j =

C

2m
�
2n(m) + 1

2n(m)
;

which goes to zero as m!1.
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